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Gearing up for the holiday shopping season? Feeling under pressure? E-commerce saw a massive
spike in sales last year that’s expected to continue (and increase) in 2021. With rising demands come
expectations that your infrastructure -- and ours -- will remain resilient and operational.
That’s why our focus this month is to arm you with tips and insight to ensure you’re prepared and
protected during this year’s surge in holiday web traffic and engagement. Let’s begin.

What's Up at Uptime.com
API Update | Filter Users by Subaccount
Uptime.com subaccounts are available only to Enterprise clients as an add-on upon request.
Subaccounts can be treated as separate accounts that are linked to the main account. The /users/
endpoint includes a field to specify a subaccount ID, and will list all users who have access to that
subaccount.

Here is the auth endpoint to list subaccounts to retrieve subaccount IDs as needed. Please see our API
Documentation /users/ to try this endpoint.

Changes to US-East Probe Server
Are you subscribed to the Uptime.com Status Page? If not, you could miss out on important changes to
probe servers, such as our recent updates to US-East.

Subscribe to status.uptime.com to catch these important changes as they happen, and check our
probe server list for more details on the new IP addresses to allow.

Monitoring Tips For Staying Up This Holiday Season
Uptime.com has several strategies to enhance your web monitoring in the weeks leading up to 2021’s
holiday sales season:

Full 360° Monitoring
For a comprehensive view of your system, we recommend synthetic monitoring with the Uptime.com
transaction check. This check type mimics key user interactions, such as logging in or checking out, to
ensure your transaction pathway remains intact.

Branded Status Pages
A polished, elegant status page is vital for communicating the state of downtime. With Uptime.com, you
can accurately communicate the state of maintenance and downtime hiccups as they unfold so users
always know whether your site is up.

Set Check Thresholds
RUM checks are always recommended for user experience visibility, but you can also get some
additional server insights using a “feeler” HTTP(S) check with a lower threshold. When these feeler
checks fail, it means performance has spiked. Over time, you will gain valuable website performance
data reflected in color-coded reporting.

Review Your On-Call and Escalations
Time is your most valuable asset. Manage yours with a quick audit of on-call and escalation hours.
Ensure the right team members are designated as points-of-contact for their respective checks, and
that on-call hours are accurately set.

Read More Tips Here

Industry News
Monitoring Multiple URLs with Uptime.com

Comprehensively monitoring the infrastructure behind a single website can already require hundreds
of checks. Monitoring multiple websites is an ever growing web. Like a hard-nosed detective solving an
impossible case, the clock is ticking and the pressure is on.
Luckily, Uptime.com has your back with several bulk actions that make setup and management a much
smoother process.

Get Tips

Don't Let Third Party Providers Bring You Down

What may look like a false positive often isn’t when third-parties are involved. These very real alerts
can contribute to some major downtime if you don’t resolve them quickly. The deeper nested thirdparties are within your system, the tougher errors may be to locate.
Fortunately, Uptime.com equips you with the tools you need to know when your third party providers
are the culprit in a downtime incident.

Monitor Everything

What Our Customers Say
“Good features, easy to use, new features get added constantly, good and quick support team”
-Administrator in Retail, via G2

Thank You for Making Us Your Choice in Website
Monitoring
For the 11th consecutive quarter, Uptime.com has been named one of the top-rated IT solutions by real
users on G2. This includes being named the No. 1 solution on G2’s Momentum Grid, which highlights
the fastest growing alerting solutions today.

Your reviews (regardless of rating) help us become better for you. That’s why we’re offering $25
Amazon gift cards to users who review their experience with Uptime.com on our G2 profile.

We'd Love to Hear From You
Whether you have questions on anything covered in this newsletter or feedback on your experience
with Uptime.com, please contact us at support@uptime.com.
Happy Monitoring,
Team Uptime.com
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